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1. I n t r o d i c t i o n

• The idea of building the numerous leptons and quarks from

a minimal number of more fundamental fields seems тагу attrac-

tire. Attempting to realise this idea Harari and Simp*

nave proposed a model, which contains only two spinor fundamen-

tal fieldst T and T with electric charges ft » 1/5 and 0, corres-

pondingly* Harari
 1
 has named T and T particles rishone. (Shape

has denoted them by a* and a° and called them quips)* Ihen

the type of the rishou is not essential it is denoted by В.

According to Harari
 l
 and Shape e* ж 1 И , Vfi • 7VT,

and the color triplets of u- and d-quarka. correspond to the com-

binations t

u, ж TTT d ж TtT

2
и» « TIT d

u- ж Т И 2^ w TTT

Unfortunately, in the original scheme * a number of

questions remained unanswered, in particular, woat forces

bind rishons. liter* was also a serious difficulty concerning

the statistics of the rishons. Shis difficulty stems from the

interpretation of three rishon permutations as three colores.

Xach of the three states such as OTT, TTT, TTT does not posses

any definite permutations! symmetry. It is natural to aspect

the splitting of these three states into one state totally sym-

metric and two states of mixed symmetry. Then due to Vermi-sta-

tisties they would correspond to different spin and angular mo-

mentum quantum numbers of the composite systems. To prevent

the abOTementioned splitting one has to assume that rishons are

"classical particles'*.



A recent paper by Earari and Seiberg presents an attempt

to modify the riehon model in euch a way as to resolve some of

the abovementioned problems. According to paper
 J
 (see also pa-

per ), the fundamental risbon lagrangian is gauge invariant

with local symmetry being SU(3)
H
 x SU(3)

C
 x U(1)

Q
. Here Q -

is electric charge, С - is ordinary color with the confinement

radius '//
1
 , В - hypercolor with confinement radius * /А ц ,

where Аи »v* 10 GeY. T-rishon is described by tie repre-

sentation (3,3) of the group SU(3)
E
 x SU(3)

C
, and V-rishon is

described by representation (3,3).

Harari and Seiberg ^ assume, that unlike the ordinary

SU(3)
C
 (where three quark states are heavy, masses of baryons

being larger than Ac ) in the SD(3)
H
 chiral fora of confi-

nement ie realized so that the hyperwhite three riehon states

(leptons £ and quarks q ) are practically Baseless { a., n.«e

<* A H ) .
It is not clear now, whether the chiral confinement, that

la confinement without spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry,

is possible (see, for instance, papers 5' * ^ ) . It looks strange

that in two identical gauge symmetries - SU(3)H and 5U(3)C -

confinement is realized in such different manner. But one

cannot exclude such a possibility taking into account the inter-

play of color and hypercolor.

In the gauge riehon model ^ leptons of the first genera-

tion ь* ш ЧЯ1 and Ve • VTV are C-singlet states, and the

quarks u * TOT and d « VYT «re C-triplets, X and 7 being cor-

respondingly 3 and 3 with respect to SU(3)
C
- (The permutations

of T and V are not considered in paper ^ ). The leptons and

quarks of the second and the third generations are described in

paper 3
 ъ
„ hyp

#rw
hit

e
 5 xlahon systems RRRRS. AS for the



intermediate bosons, Z ia represented by the linear auper-

poaition of states M and VT; aad W*-boaon baa slxquark itmc-

ture TMTV7, ilth aucb a different structure of Z and W-oo-

sona the experimentally observed equality of couplings of axial

charged and axial neutral currents appears from the point of

view of the original aymmetry aa an accidental coincidence.

In this paper we. «ill consider the global symmetry of the

gauge rishon aodel and «ill show that this ауде tr.y predicts

a number of phenomena, among which the most conapicuoua ia

the strong instability of the nucleons. £he symmetry under con-

sideration ia caused by the property of asymptotic freedom of

nonabelian gauge theory*

At тегу short distances «fc « t/Лн rishons are asyep-

totically free aad 18 « 3
H
 x 3

C
 x 2, atates are degenerate, (Here

В - ia hypercolor,- С - color, 7 - flavor, corresponding to two

typee of rishona). thus «e hare global SU(18)gg
V
 symmetry. It

t ^ I/Лн the H-interaction becomes strong (ti
 B
 -^ D »

but C-lnteraction is still negligibly weak ( Ы.
 Q
 4 0,1) and

we hare aa approximate global sjimiuUj SU(3)
H
 z SU(6)

C
y •

(fhe possibility that ^
 c
< A

 H
) ia not small is discussed ia

the section 4 ) . At fc ~ 'M
t
 the (^interaction becomea strong

and the global 30(6)^ ia broken down to SU(3)
C
 (but not to

S0(3)
c
 x 50(2),. aa the T-rishon belong to a C-triplet, whereas

V-rishona belong to C-antitriplet). AM the binding forces bet-

ween riahona are mainly due to H-interaction, it ia natural to

classify the rishon bound atetes according to representation

of the group SU(3)
H
 x 3U(6)cy. In the section 2 wa consider two-

rishon states, in the section 3 we consider threerishon atates.

Section 4 contains some remarka concerning the dynamics of the

model.



2. C o m p o s i t e b o я o n e

Two rishon states are presented In Table 1, where SU(3)
H

and SU(3)
C
 representations and the electric charges of com-

posite bosons are indicated.

Table 1

Composite bosons

ч
с

3 +

1 +

3 +

ч*

G

8

6

3

I I

TV

W

+ б

2/3

1/3

с

1

I

VV.

V?

+ 8

If °

-1/3

3 +

VV

от

6

о

-1/3

-2/3

Let us consider first the composite of the type RR.

For a given spin-orbital state (IS)*) two riehons belongs to

one of the two possible representations of the group S0(18).

Por L * S-even (for instance, S») it is symmetric representa-

tion 171; for L + S-odd (for instance, S ^ it is antisymmet-

ric representation 153. Under the reduction SU(18)
H C y
 -->-

— V SU(3)
H
 x SU(6)

C
p we hare:

*) It is. possible to classify the space-spin states of con-
stituent riahons in a number of ways. One can use, for ins-
tance, rishon ware functions with given momentum and helicity,
which seems adequate in the case of nassless composite par-
ticles. One can use also spin-orbital representation (IS). In
selecting the states allowed by the Pauli principle, we use
the bS-repreaentation as а ълть simple one.
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171 --> (6,21) + (3,15) a 126 + 45,

153 — X 3 . 2 1 ) + (6,15) в 63 + 90.

Under the further reduction SU(6)
C ?
 SU(3)

C
 we Ьате

21 -<•- fe + 3, 3 + 5} — > 6 * 6 + 8 '
 1
>

15 — > £ + 3, 3 + 3j — > 3 + 3 + в т 1.

Here / J denotes symaetrization, and [ J - antisymmet-

rizatinn. Thus, we see, that in an approximation when H-inter-

a
ction is strong and C-interection gives only email perturba-

tions, there exist, for a given set of L and S two large mul-

tiplets of SU(3)
H
 x SU(6)

C ?
 . Each of these multiplets contains

four approximately degenerate color multiplets.

All bosons of the type RR and Я9 are hypercolored and can-

not exist as free particles. They stick together due to H-forces

and form Itjperwhite bosons with the dimensions of the order of

Let us consider now state? of the type RR. For these states

Pauli principle does not work and for given values of L and S

all 324 composite states are possible. Under the SU(13)
E C p

324 - 1 +323 . The breaking SU(18)
 c p
 —>- SU(3)

H
 x SU(6)

C
,

due to H-interection gives:

1 8 • 18 ~ > (3,6W3,6) - (1+8, 1+35)«(1.1)+(1.35)+(8,1)+(8,35)

Physically observable are two hypersinglets. One of them is a

C-singlet neutral boson:

(1.1) —' T^I
1
 + Y4

±
 ,

where i = 1,2,3 is the color index. The other hyper3inglet

contains 35 bosons some of them being colored, some colorless:

35 • 6-8-1 . (3*3) (3*3) -1 « 1 ( ^ 7 ) «• 8 ^
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Here colored eultiplets of a given dimension are mass degene-

rate. It la natural to expect that the aaae epliting A*

between bo.aonie color «ultipleta of different dimension within

the 35-pl«t ia of the order of cC
c
 (Л*) An £0f{ AH {War the

light fermione the aaaa epliting i« «nailer: 4 m #*- «tea or

&ш « AH »
 i f
 b\« /iff )- Of the sane order of magnitude,

ol
e
(Alt) A% «botdd be the expected urn

2
 between (1,1) and (1,35).

Taking this into account one should refer not to the SU(6) but

to U(6)-global symmetry.

la a result of U(6)-eyaeetry, the bosons TT ±. VT, which in

the caae of 3
s
 •= 1" could play the role of Z-boaone, appear

approximately degenerate with colored fractionally charged TT-

and 75-bosone. It ie eaey to see that the exchange of these

exotic bosons leads to a fast decay of nudeona. Consider the

diagrams of Tig. 1.

T T
 S

V

Г т U l> К
т U l> К

;—i czi г, A x—т -

a) b)

Pig. 1.

Diagram 1a gires the transition p • uud — ^ e*, diagram 1b

gires the transition n - ddu - ^ V
e
 . To tranaf ore these

transitions into real decays it ia sufficient to emit through

a strong interaction a ^Г-aeaon. ff(6)-symeetry tells us

that masses and coupling constants of the if- and Tf-boaeas

are comparable to those of the Z-boson. That aeana that the I

four-fermion interactions (йе
+
)(ЯС5 and (l*y>(i!d) are eharacte-



rized by the usual Perad. coupling constant G. Hence the nucle-

on lifetime la the gauge rlshon model must be of the order of

10~
11
 вес, which should be compared with the experimental

lower bound of the order of 10-
3
 sec.

Diagrams of the Pig. 1 indicate that the contradiction we

are discussing is of a quite general nature and is not connec-

ted with the special type of hypercolored forces between rishons.

Already in the original riahon model
 1
 nothing forbids transi-

tions uud —Э* e
+
 and ddu «*• V^ . The instability of the

nucleons in the riahon model is the direct consequence of the

fact, that u-quark contains three rishons, while d-quark con-

tains three antirishons. It is impossible to forbid the anni-

hilation of a rishon and en antirishon in the framework of

the standard field theory.

In order to make the nucleon decay acceptably slow, one

needs very heavy TV-bosons ( > 10 * GeV ) and hence Лц

$£, 10 5 GeT. Due to &(6)-symmetry the large mass must hare

all 36 hyperwhite bosons of the type RR. Thus the states TT^+

+ TV cannot be considered as Z-bosons responsible for the

known neutral current processes.

One could hope, that whereas two rishon bosons BE are тегу

heavy, the six rishon boson* are much lighter ( e>j 100 GeV) and

the exchange of these light six rishon bosons leads to the or-

dinary weak processes. Formally such a possibility ia not

blocked by the U(6)-symmetry. Consider W+.boson: W+ . TOT YTT •

ГпГ
3
. The state T^V

3
 belongs to a set of deutronlike vector

bosons: 7
6
T°, 7

5
T

1
, T

4
!

2
, T V , V V , V

1
T

5
, 7

e
T

6
.

TSie SU(6)
G
y-symmetry does not connect the properties of these

bosons with the propertiee of the W-boson, as they may belong

to different H-singlets. Prom the point of view of baryon number
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soncosservation there are two dangerous bosons;

Y*!
2
, which give» transition» f̂ed —•• u,d, and

Y
2
*

4
, which gives transition» e*u -->- u d (see Jig. 2)

a) *>

KLg. 2.

If the naeees and couplings of tee T
4
*

2
- and vV-boson» are

совфагаЫе to those of W-boson, the expected nucleon lifetime

is again of the order of 1O~
11
sec. Thus, to sere the model we

not only need extremely large ralue of Аи i ^
 1 0 6 в Т

^«

Beside» that we are forced to assume that l£ and Z are light,

«bile other six riehon composite bosons are extremely heavy.

It should be emphasized that chiral confinement (if such type

of confinement is possible) must gire massless epinor particles.

Ihere is, however, no reason to expect, that it would gire

isless vector and scalar particles as well.

3. C o m p o s i t e f e r a i o n s

Dp to now we hare relied on the most elementary properties

of the riehon structure ot leptons and quarks» Let us look in

more detail how the three rishon states are classified under

SU(3)K x SUWgy-syametry. These states are presented in

table 2.



Тс Л в 2

Composite fernions

с

1

3

3

1

н

TIT

W7

1

е +

и

d

1

2/3

1/3

в

ЗИП

от5.

V M ,

VYT

з

2/3

• • • #

m

Яг

%

ОТ

3

ль

1/3

> ;

-1/3

-2/3

т

«г

1

9.

d

п

я

.в.

-1/3

-2/3

-1

By aoring on« step to the right one ehaogee 7 -->• V, T —>• T,

by moving one step domnrarde one change* Ф — ^ V, V — > I. Л*

distinct from Table 1, Sable 2 indicates only minimi dimension»

of H- and C-amltiplete. If one ignores Sauli principle» one

has to substitute 1 —*r 1+8+8+10, 3 — >• 3+3+6+15» 3 —>•

— > 3+3+6+75. Particles and corresponding antipdrticles are

situated symmetrically with respect to center of Table, whioh

is marked by a point. Hyperleptons and hyperquarke are denoted

by I/
 fi
 and q

 fi
 correspondingly*

Consider the first coluans e
+
, u, d, V

#
. Sake the positron»

Its wave function TTT is HC? syasnetric, hence it mist fee ЬЗ-

-antisymmetric. Such LS-state could be constructed from L- and

S-functions each of utoLch has nixed syametry (S • 1/2)» She

totally symmetric SU(18)
HC
p-multiplet, to which the positron

belongs, has 1140 components (18^ = 1140+816+1938+1938). Under

the SU(1 8 )
H C p

 — ^ SU(3)
H
 x SU(6)

C T
 reduction 1140 — ^

--»• (1,20)+(10,56)+(8,70). The only hyperwnite SU(6)-Bultiplet

is the 20-plet, which contains the following StJ<3)
0
-multiplets:

II
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2 0 - 1 + 1 + 3 + 3 + 6 + 6 .

Two singlets correspond to e
+
 and Vg , triplet 3 corresponds

to the u-quark, antitriplet 3 corresponds to the d . We see,

that along with the triplet and antitriplet of quarks there

must exist antisextet of .quarks with charge + 2/3 (we shall

denote them u
8
 ) and sextet of antiquaxke with charge +1/3

Cd
e
).

In the case of the 20-plet the idea that color splitting

is not strong seeme to be corroborated by the proximity of

masses of C-singlet leptcne and C-triplet qu_rks. But then the

existence of antisixtete of light quarks u
fl
 and d

s
 is

predicted. Were these new quarks really light ( m
g
 <. Л с )»

the whole classification of light hadrons would be different.

Besides that, the famous ratio R for the e
+
e*-ancihilation into

light hadrons would be equal to 5» This drastically contradicts

the experimental number, which is close to 5/3» Thus the case

m
a £ Ac i a excluded and we must consider tho case mg >> /f t .

By using the experimental lower limit for the mass of the t-quark,

we must conclude that ш
д
 > 17 GeV.

Some properties of the u
3
 and d

B
 resemble those of the

fourth generation of quarks, but the sextet composite quarks

are peculiar:

1. They лате no "their own" leptons.

2. Their contribution in R for e"V*-annihilation is

twice as large as that of ordinary color triplet quarks.

3. They can transform into the ordinary quarks by emitting

gluons.

4. Forming an isotopic doublet they wouold produce a new

global isotopie symmetry.

In particular, by binding with ordinary quarks they would give



II
two interesting familiaa of baryona:

u
e
dd, u

s
(du+ud), e*uu

d
s
uu, d

e
(ud+du), d

e
dd

and

u"(du-ud), d
e
(ud.-du).

Theae families transform under the global SU(2)
U
d
 x
 ^ ^ )

 a u

u d

group aa (3
(
2) and (1,2) correspondingly.

Along «1th the hypersinglet 2O-plet, the 1H0-plet of

SU(1 8) containa representationa (10,56) and (8,70), All par-

ticles in this representation» are hyperquarts o~ (they vn

hypercolored and colored):

56 - 15+15+1O+T6+3+3, 70 » 15+1T+8+8+6+6+3+3+3+3.

Unlike the ordinary quarke, which at distances 'M
H
 <* %• ** 'Ac

behare aa pointlike particlea, hyperquarka (aud hyperleptona)

nowhere are pointlike: at Ъ< 'Мц ***У « • aaaifeatly

composite, and they cannot eacape at diatancea, which are ea-

eentially larger than
 (

/Лц .

Up to now we have diacuaeed the 1140-plet of RBH-statea

with spin S = 1/2 and total angular aoaentu» J * 1/2. the

sase HCP classification is applicable in the caae when J «3/2,

S * 3/2 and the orbital state is totally, antiayaaetric. In the

case of S « 3/2 and totally symmetric orbital state we deal

with the 816-plet of SU(16/. In the case of IB state of sized

symmetry we deal with the 1938-plet. Unfortunately, we hare

no working dynamieal model of chiral confinement and therefore

we. cannot gueaa, which of these states (if any) will be

aassless (or тегу light in the scale Ац ). (In the case of

J » 1/2 such light particles are presented to us by Vature).

second oolumn of the table 2 contains fermions of the
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type KRR which all are hypercolored* The SU(3)
H
 x SU(6)

cy

representations of RRR are easily derived:

(3,6}«(3.6)»(3,6) - (6+3 . 21+15)*(3,6) » (3+15+6+3. 6+120+

+ б + 84)

They could be grouped into two SU(18)-multiplets which are

syimetric under . HR exchanget

18; 3060 - (3,6); (3,6M6,6)+(15,6)+(3.84)+(3,84>+(3,120)+

+ (6
f
84)+(15,120), and two antisymmetric multiplets:

18; 2736 - 3.6| (3,e)+(£.6)+(15,6)+(3.84)+(3.120)+(6,120)+

+(15,34).

The TfwjTnai representation which contains both 1ц and q^ is

(3,34)* Xbe above classification could Ъэ useful when constructing

from /
E
 and q» more complex hyperwhlte multirishon states*

bet us note, that hyperquarks of the type RRS cannot play

che role of techniquarks. One of the reasons is that the bosons

transforming particles of the first column into particles of

the fourth coluao have integer charges, whereas the bosons

acting between second and third colum are fractionally charged.

In the technicolor aodel these bosons should be identical.

4. S o m e r e m a r k s a b o u t d y n a m i c s .

C o n c l u s i o n s

The above statements concerning the extremely small radius

of hyperconfinement (
 f
/A

H
 £ 10~2^cm) and sextet quarks

were based on an assumption that a selfconsistent theory of

chiral confinement do exist. Unfortunately, even in the case

of one fermion generation the triangle anomalies at the rishon

level and at the quark level (with gauge spectator SU(6)-sym-

metry) are not equal 5 . She situation becomes even worse,

when the second -xA the third generations of quarks and leptons
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are Included. This indicates that the model under discussion

has no chiral confinement.

As is well known in QCD, three generations of C-triplet

quarks give for Gell-Mann-Low coefficint r a value, which

preserves asymptotic freedcE: / * 11 - 2/3*6 = 7. If we now

take invo account three additional generations of C-sextet

quarks, we get / = 11 - 2/3»6 - 10/3
#
6 = -13. That means that

asymptotic freedom is destroyed at momenta к higher than

masses of the sextet queries* (The asymptotic freedom behaviour

of Ы. л(к) would be restored only at к^>И „), Such "color explo-

sion" would destroy the approximate SB(6)
C
p-syrametry and would

invalidate our arguments. However we consider such "explosion"

as a very unnatural phenomenon. We expect from a selfconsistent

theory that it would manifest duality between rishons >no. light

hyperwhite fermions and consider the "color explosion*
1
 as a

signal of inconsistency. Another such signal comes from the

light composite colored vector bosons, which exist in the frame-

work of the model in addition to original colored gluons. These

composite bosons* which at * « Atf look as pointlikc parti-

cles» would have at к <cc A ti effectively sonrenormalizable

interactions•

Thus we meet two types of difficulties:

1. Absence of consistency between the syir-etry

and the dynamics of model.

2. Disagreement between the corollaries of the model

and the experimental data,

I am grateful to I.Yu.Kobzarer, Ya.I.Kogan, M.A.SIiifman

find U.B.ToloeMn for helpful discussions.
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